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ABSTRACT 

Complex flow fields arise during the reverse flow phase of compressor mild surge cycles, 

yielding potentially increased flutter risks. Variable nozzle models enable to simulate entire 

surge cycles and to evaluate the blade flutter stability at reverse flow conditions. Nevertheless, 

the accuracy of the simulation results strongly depends on the correct selection of the model 

parameters. Former studies have shown the influence of the surge volume on the compressor 

global unsteady behavior. The current study focuses on the impact of the nozzle throttle area 

on the compressor surge behavior and demonstrates that this parameter has to be considered 

additionally to achieve accurate results with this modelling approach. A conceptual model 

consisting of one passage of a single rotor row is used to identify the basic system behavior 

and to determine the influence of the model parameters. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Compressors operating range is characterized by a performance map based either on 

experimental results or on numerical predictions (Figure 1B.). This performance map defines the 

pressure ratio against massflow for each compressor rotational speed (i.e. speedline Figure 1B.). For 

a given compressor speedline, the highest pressure ratio is limited by the surge line. Beyond the 

surge line, severe aerodynamic instabilities occur (rotating stall or surge), yielding flow separation 

phenomena and a significant drop of the compressor performance and efficiency. A detailed 

description of the problematic associated to aerodynamic instabilities is referenced in Willems and 

de Jager (1999), Paduano et al. (2001) and Day (2014).  

This work focuses on the surge phenomenon and aims at improving the simulation capabilities 

of surge cycles (Figure 1, mild and deep surge). Surge is a rapid transient flow instability affecting 

the global compression system volume, inducing an axial oscillation of large amplitude of the 

overall annulus-averaged flow (Figure 1A.). The surge cycle consists of four typical phases 

depicted in Figure 1B. The compressor operating condition is shifted on the same speedline towards 

higher pressure ratios und lower massflow rates (Pressurization). Near the surge line flow 

separation occurs and extends spatially. Past the surge line a critical extend is reached. The flow 

becomes highly unstable and breaks down.  The accumulated highly pressurized air downstream of 

the compressor discharges in the upstream direction (Reverse flow). In case of mild surge cycles the 

global massflow stays positive but local reverse flow regimes appear on the compressor blades. Due 

to the reverse flow the pressure level downstream of the compressor drops (Blow-down). When the 
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pressure ratio is low enough the flow start to reattach and the massflow through the compressor 

rises again (Recovery). Once the flow is totally attached the surge cycle starts again. 

 

 
Figure 1: A.: Compressor system with axial oscillation due to surge. B.: Compressor 

performance map with various speedlines, mild and deep surge cycles and phases 

 

From an aerodynamic point of view and even though the progress in computational resources 

now enables a better understanding of the physical mechanisms occurring during surge onsets and 

events, the numerical modelling of surge cycles is still a challenging task. Several numerical 

approaches with one-dimensional (Greitzer et al., 1978) and later three-dimensional models     

(Niazi, 2000; Vahdati, 2008) were adopted to describe compressor instabilities.  

Recently, valuable models were proposed in order to circumvent numerical difficulties past the 

surge line. For a simple model including one passage of a rotor row, Vahdati et al. (2005) added a 

variable nozzle downstream of the blade row. Ambient conditions were prescribed at the inlet and 

outlet of the numerical domain. By adjusting the nozzle throttle area, this approach enables to 

compute any stable operating point of the compressor as well as complete surge cycles (Figure 1B.).  

Becker et al. (2018) used a numerical setup including a large intake with a bypass outlet. They 

simulated surges cycles for a scaled high pressure multi-stage compressor. A variable supercritical 

Laval nozzle was included downstream of the blade rows. Instead of applying the self-regulated 

boundary conditions used in Vahdati’s model (2005), they varied the cross section of the Laval 

nozzle during the surge cycle to control the system behavior.  

For the Rig250 4.5 stage research compressor from DLR, Giersch et al. (2014) adopted the 

method of Vahdati (2005) for the numerical model. They simulated a deep surge cycle and extended 

the results to aeroelastic computations. They computed the unsteady blade loads to estimate the 

blade vibration response. 

Schönenborn and de Vries (2013) investigated the influence of mistuning on the surge loads of a 

compressor cascade. They used linear CFD simulations on a steady-state reverse flow field to 

evaluate the flutter stability. Their results are in a good agreement with the results from 

experimental measurements.  

The current study focuses on the simulation of mild surge cycles and on the evaluation of flutter 

stability at reverse flow conditions. A simple model, consisting of one passage of the first rotor row 

of rig250 (Giersch, 2014) is used to investigate the system behavior. The variable nozzle model 

(Vahdati 2004) is applied to simulate mild surge. Former studies showed the high influence of the 

surge volume on the results obtained with this modelling approach, but not the influence of the 

nozzle area. Thus the nozzle throttle area is varied in order to demonstrate its impact on the mild 

surge behavior and blade flutter stability at reverse flow conditions. For an operating condition past 

the surge line and corresponding to a steady state flow field during reverse flow phase, the 

evaluation of the blade aerodynamic stability is performed with linear simulations (Schönenborn et 

al., 2013).  
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METHOD 

Figure 2 shows the Rig250 compressor geometry and the rotor row (Rotor 1) used for the 

current study. The numerical compressor domain is extended upstream by a large inlet domain with 

an additional bypass outlet and downstream by an outlet pipe and a Laval nozzle. The numerical 

model is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 2: DLR Rig250 research compressor, 4.5 stage configuration 

 

The inlet domain and the diffusor part of the Laval nozzle are only required for the flow solver 

used in this study. The inlet domain with bypass outlet allows the air to leave the system during the 

reverse flow phase, making the simulations more stable. The diffusor part of the Laval nozzle is 

shocked to impose subsonic outflow conditions. At the inlet the total pressure (96.4kPa), total 

temperature (276.1K) and flow angles (axial flow) are prescribed. The same static outlet pressure 

(80kPa) is defined at the bypass and Laval outlet. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Numerical model (A.) model components and boundary conditions (B.) Close-up 

view of the Laval nozzle throttle area variation. 

 

The outlet pipe and the throttle part of the Laval nozzle are the main components for this 

modelling approach. The area of the throttle and the length of the outlet pipe are the model 

parameters investigated.  

The throttle is choked during the whole simulation and limits the massflow through the 

compressor. Thus the area of the throttle is used to define the operating conditions of the 

compressor. On a constant speedline, each throttle area corresponds to a specific operating point. 

The throttle area corresponding to the operating conditions at the surge line is called critical throttle 

area in this study. For throttle areas larger than the critical throttle area, the compressor system 
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remains stable. For throttle areas smaller than the critical throttle area, surge occurs. The throttle 

area is defined as a relative value corresponding to the outlet area of the rotor. To ease the reading in 

the following sections, note that the Laval nozzle throttle part will be referenced as throttle. The 

outlet pipe has a constant cross section and a variable length in order to enable a variation of the 

surge volume of the system.  

Under unstable conditions the throttle and the outlet pipe have a different influence on the 

particular phases of the surge cycle. During the pressurization phase, the throttle limits the 

massflow and air is accumulated in the outlet pipe. The air accumulated leads to an increase of the 

compressor pressure ratio until the surge line is reached. Thereby the throttle area defines the air 

accumulation rate in the system. The volume of the outlet pipe defines how much air can be 

accumulated until the critical pressure ratio is reached and the operating conditions pass the surge 

line. 

During the reverse flow and blow down phase, the accumulated air in the outlet pipe has to 

discharge. Thereby a part of this air is leaving upstream through the compressor (reverse flow) and 

another part is leaving downstream through the Laval outlet. The outlet pipe is defining the 

discharging amount of air and the throttle area defines how much can leave through the Laval 

outlet. Table 1 gives a summary of the different model components, their purposes and the 

prescribed boundary conditions. 

 

 

Components of the 

numerical model 
Purpose 

Inlet domain with bypass 

outlet 

Enables air to leave the system at reversed flow conditions, 

stabilizing the simulations 

Outlet pipe  Defines how much air can accumulate until the critical pressure 

ratio is reached 

Laval nozzle Defines the accumulation rate of the system 

Boundary conditions Prescription 

Atmospheric inlet  total pressure (96.4kPa), total temperature (276.1K) and flow 

angles (axial flow) 

Bypass outlet static outlet pressure (80kPa) 

Laval outlet static outlet pressure (80kPa) 

 

Table 1: Summary of the numerical model components and settings (based on Figure 3A.) 

 

The steady-state and unsteady CFD computations were performed with the nonlinear TRACE 

solver, developed at DLR’s Institute of Propulsion Technology in Cologne (Kersken et al., 2012). 

The aeroelastic computations were performed with the linearized version LinearTRACE. TRACE is 

a parallel Navier-Stokes flow solver for structured and unstructured grids dedicated to the modeling 

and investigation of turbomachinery flows.  

The compressor characteristic for one speedline was determined with steady-state nonlinear 

simulations.  For stalled operating conditions, nonlinear time domain simulations were carried out 

and surge cycles were computed. The nozzle throttle area and outlet pipe length were varied to give 

an insight into their influence on the surge cycle frequency and rotor inlet massflow. For a specific 

time during the surge cycle and for the model parameter variation selected, the aerodynamic 

damping was determined using a linearized solver. 
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RESULTS 

 

Steady-state simulations 

To ensure that the numerical model including the Laval nozzle keeps the compressor speedline 

characteristic unchanged, a study was performed for different operating conditions of the SP1 

speedline. In Figure 4, speedlines computed with both configurations, with (red color) and without 

throttle area modification (blue color) are presented.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Comparison of Rig250 compressor speedline SP1, computed with and without 

throttle area modification 

 

For the configuration without throttle modification the static pressure prescribed at the Laval 

outlet was increased to raise the compressor pressure ratio. This configuration corresponds to a 

model without a Laval nozzle (throttle area of 100%). 

In the configuration depicted with red color dots, the throttle area is reduced in order to increase 

the pressure ratio. For the speedline investigated, surge starts for throttle areas smaller than 68.0% 

(critical throttle area, Figure 4). 

For both configurations at high pressure ratios, Figure 4 shows that increasing respectively the 

outlet static pressure or reducing the throttle area is equivalent. Both drive the compressor towards 

the surge line and lead to the same compressor speedline characteristic.  

 

Unsteady time-accurate simulations 

Figure 5 shows the results of a mild surge cycle simulated with a throttle area of 67.9% (slightly 

lower than the critical throttle area) and an outlet pipe length of 0.5m. The compressor hysteresis 

loop is depicted in Figure 5A. with the steady-state speedline SP1. The reverse flow, blow-down, 

recovery and repressurization phases of a typical surge cycle are highlighted in the figure. There is 

no clear separation between the reverse flow and blow down phase, because the massflow and 

pressure drop occur at the same time. During the repressurization phase the operating conditions are 

nearly identical to the steady-state speedline (red color). 

The time evolution of the massflow variation at the compressor inlet is presented in Figure 5B. 

Seven surge cycles were simulated and two of them are shown in the figure. The surge frequency is 
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about 26.5Hz and the massflow fluctuation is about 50% of the massflow at stable operating 

conditions. 

Since a limited pressure rise occurs in the single rotor row, no global reverse flow occurs. 

Nevertheless, local reverse flow starts at the blade tip and extends down to the hub.  Figure 5C. and 

D., shows the axial velocity contours on the blade surface for both pressure and suction side at the 

minimal rotor inlet massflow (25 kg/s). 

Compared to the results presented by Giersch et al. (2014), who measured a surge cycle 

frequency of 22 Hz, the results obtained with the present model are in the same order of magnitude.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Basic mild surge behavior (A.) compressor speedline SP1 with hysteresis loop.      

(B.) rotor inlet massflow against time. (C.) axial velocity contours on the blade’s pressure side 

at reverse flow phase. (D.) axial velocity contours on the blade’s suction side at reverse flow 

phase. 

 

 

The throttle area and outlet pipe length have a high influence on the surge behavior simulated 

with this model. To investigate their influence, surge cycles were simulated for five different 

combinations of both model parameters. throttle areas of 67.9%, 67.0% and 63.0% and outlet pipe 

length of 0.25m, 0.50m and 0.75m were selected (Table 2).  
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Outlet pipe length 

0.25m 0.5m 0.75m 

throttle 

area 

67.9%  x  

67.0% x x x 

63.0%  x  

 

Table 2: Test matrix for throttle area and outlet pipe length study 

 

In a first step, to show the impact of the outlet pipe length, the throttle area is kept constant and 

the outlet pipe length is varied from 0.25m to 0.75m. Figure 6A. shows the evolution of the rotor 

inlet massflow fluctuation with time. Different surge cycle frequencies and massflow fluctuation for 

the three pipe length values can be observed (Figure 6B.). Increasing the outlet pipe length from 

0.25 m (red color) to 0.75 (blue color) significantly decreases the surge cycle frequency from 41 Hz 

to 25 Hz (ca. 40% frequency decrease) and increases the massflow fluctuation of the inlet massflow 

from 24.5 kg/s to 27.7 kg/s (ca. 13% massflow increase).  

This behavior is mainly related to the variation of the surge volume by changing the outlet pipe 

length. During the pressurization, a higher amount of air can be accumulated in the longer pipe until 

the critical backpressure for the compressor is reached and the operating conditions pass the surge 

line. Consequently, a higher amount of air has to discharge during the reverse flow and blowdown 

phase, leading to a longer, stronger reverse flow phase as well as a longer recovery up to normal 

flow conditions. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Influence of outlet pipe length on mild surge behavior. (A.) rotor inlet massflow 

against time. (B.) surge frequency and massflow fluctuation. 

 

In a second step, to show the impact of the throttle area, the outlet pipe length is kept constant 

and the throttle area is varied from 63.0% to 67.9%. Figure 7A shows the evolution of the rotor inlet 

massflow fluctuation with time. Different surge cycle frequencies and massflow fluctuation for the 

three throttle area values can be observed (Figure 7B.).  Increasing the throttle area from 63.0% (red 

color) to 67.9% (blue color) significantly decreases the surge cycle frequency from 36 Hz to 26 Hz 

(ca. 28% frequency decrease) and decreases the minimal inlet massflow fluctuation from 29.8 kg/s 

to 25.4 kg/s (ca. 15% massflow decrease).  

This behavior is mainly related to the blocking of the outflow by the choked throttle. During the 

pressurization, a throttle with a higher area enables a larger amount of air to flow through the Laval 

outlet. The rate at which the air is accumulated in the outlet pipe is lower. It takes longer to reach 

the compressor critical backpressure and pass the surge line. During the reverse flow and blowdown 

phase a higher amount of air discharges downstream through the Laval outlet and a reduced amount 
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in the upstream direction (reverse flow) through the compressor. This leads to a lower massflow 

fluctuation during the revers flow phase.  

 

 
 

Figure 7: Influence of throttle area on mild surge behavior (A.) rotor inlet massflow against 

time. (B.) surge frequency and massflow fluctuation. 

 

Both parameter studies show, that increasing the throttle area or the outlet pipe length leads to a 

lower surge frequency. Contrary, an increased throttle area leads to a decreased of the massflow 

fluctuation and an increased pipe length leads to an increased massflow fluctuation. For example for 

comparison purposes, if the model should be adapted to a specific surge frequency in order to match 

the surge frequency of experimental results,  different combination of model parameters lead to the 

correct frequency, but the surge cycle behavior (as well as the duration of the four typical phases) 

will be different. 

To illustrate these features, two combinations of the model parameters were selected to achieve 

a surge frequency of 30Hz. The first model has a throttle area of 67.9% and an outlet pipe length of 

0.35m and the second model has a throttle area of 63.0% and an outlet pipe length of 0.75m. The 

massflow variation with time for both combinations is depicted in Figure 8A. Results show that 

both models lead to the same frequency, but a totally different surge behavior. In comparison the 

model with the longer pipe and the smaller throttle area has a much higher massflow fluctuation, a 

longer reverse flow and recovery phase and a shorter repressurization phase.  

For both models, Figure 8B. shows the axial velocity flow field at the maximum reverse flow 

conditions at 90% of the blade radial height. Results highlight that for the model including the 

longer outlet pipe length, a larger and stronger reverse flow area occurs in the passage, which also 

influence the blade flutter stability. 
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Figure 8: Different surge behavior of models with 30Hz surge frequency (A.) rotor inlet 

massflow against time. (B.) axial velocity at 90% radial height 

 

 

Aeroelastic computations with linearized solver 

For the same example and for both models, the aeroelastic stability at reverse flow conditions 

was evaluated for the 30Hz surge frequency. The flow field at maximum reverse flow (Figure 8B.) 

was used as steady-state flow field basis for the unsteady linearized flutter analysis. For both 

models and surge cycles, Figure 9 shows the aerodynamic damping diagram of the first mode. For 

most of the interblade phase angles (IBPAs), , the aerodynamic damping corresponding to the  flow 

field with weaker reverse flow area (throttle area 67.9%, outlet pipe length 0.35 m, green color)  is 

positive but slightly lower than for the flow field with stronger reverse flow area (red color). For 

IBPAs around 70° the aerodynamic damping is significantly lower and the flutter stability is 

endangered.   

 

 
 

 

Figure 9: Different aerodynamic damping curve of models with 30Hz surge frequency, first 

blade mode (first bending). 
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For these critical IBPAs, the spike indicates that cut-on / cut-off waves might occur and reduce 

the blade aerodynamic stability.  

From a general point of view, this example shows that achieving the surge cycle frequency is 

necessary but not sufficient to determine the compressor surge behavior. For a same surge cycle 

frequency, different combinations of parameters lead to different reverse flow field conditions and 

thus, to a different blade flutter behavior. The authors admit that predicting flutter stability at 

reverse flow conditions using a linearized method might be questionable. Nevertheless, the present 

study provides a qualitative insight into the influence of the throttle area on the local flow field and 

aeroelastic assessment of compressor blades subjected to reverse flow conditions.  

    The influence of cut-on and cut-off waves was not further investigated within the frame of the 

current study, but will be addressed in further investigations.  

CONCLUSIONS 

A variable nozzle model consisting of a single rotor row of the Rig250 compressor was 

successfully used to simulate mild surge cycles. The surge cycle frequency evaluated stands within 

a realistic range. 

The influence of the outlet pipe length (already shown in former studies) and nozzle throttle 

area (new in this study) on the surge behavior were investigated. Increasing the outlet pipe length 

(i.e. increasing the surge volume) leads to a smaller surge frequency and a stronger massflow 

fluctuation during the reverse flow phase. These results correspond well to results shown in former 

studies. Increasing the nozzle throttle area (i.e. more opened throttle) leads to a smaller surge 

frequency and a weaker massflow fluctuation during the reverse flow phase. Consequently, different 

combinations of throttle area and outlet pipe length lead to the same surge frequency but different 

massflow fluctuations during the reverse flow phase. If the model is adapted to match a specific 

surge frequency (for example to be compared to experimental results) both parameters have to be 

considered to match the correct surge behavior. Achieving the surge cycle frequency is necessary 

but not sufficient to determine the compressor surge behavior correctly. 

Furthermore for different combinations of the model parameters, significant differences in the 

reverse flow fields were observed. An estimation of the flutter stability at reverse flow condition 

was assessed with unsteady linear CFD simulations. The blade aerodynamic damping curve shows 

qualitative differences in the blade aerodynamic stability behavior, even for models with the same 

surge frequency. 

OUTLOOK 

The work presented in this paper stands as basis for further investigations. Firstly, the model 

will be applied to a multi-stage compressor system and results will be validated with measurement 

data. In a second step, the model will be applied in the design phase of rig experiments. The goal is 

to test it’s suitably to predict the surge behavior of test models, drive them safely into surge 

conditions to gain valuable data while reducing the risks of model damage.  
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